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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
In the  existing  classic  and  representative  second  order  statistics  based  methods  for blind source  separa-
tion
(BSS),  the  mixing  matrix  is  usually  transformed  into  an unknown  unitary  matrix  after  whitening
procedure.  In order  to derive  the  unitary  matrix,  a novel  least  square  based  symmetrical  cost  function
with  respect  to one  column  of  the  unknown  unitary  matrix  is  proposed.  The  cost  function  is based  on
the  orthogonality  between  each  two  columns  of  the  unitary  matrix.  A  new  triply  iterative  strategy  (TIS)
following  the  gradient  descent  idea  is  developed  to seek  the  minimum  point  of the  tri-quadratic  cost
function  by  alternately  estimating  one  of  the  three  independent  variables  parameter  subsets.  After  the
convergence  of the  cost  function,  the column  of  the  unitary  matrix  corresponding  to the  source  signal
with  the  maximum  Power-Like  can be obtained.  With  each  column  being  got  by  utilizing  the  systemic
multi-stage  algorithm  (MSA),  the  unitary  matrix  can  be estimated  and  then  the  source  signals  can  be
retrieved.  Simulation  results  illustrate  that,  compared  with  the  classic  SOBI method  which  solves  the
unitary  matrix  using  successive  Givens  rotations,  MSA  possesses  better  separation  performance,  lower
computational  complexity,  and  thus  could  accurately  retrieve  the source  signals  blindly.
©  2016  The  Authors.  Published  by  Elsevier  GmbH.  This  is an  open  access  article  under  the CC. Introduction
The technique only utilizing the receiving signals by an array of
ensors and the statistical property of the source signals to estimate
he channel parameters and to retrieve the source signals, without
ny other prior knowledge on them, is named as blind source sep-
ration (BSS), also named as blind signal separation (BSS). In the
ast two decades, BSS has developed rapidly and has found wide
pplication in wireless communication, radar signal processing,
mage signal processing, speech signal processing, biomedical sig-
al processing, seismic wave detection, etc. BSS has been a hot
esearch topic in signal processing ﬁeld [1–6].
Joint diagonalization (JD) is one of the most efﬁcient tools for BSS
1,4,5]. In these JD algorithms, it is desired to seek a matrix which is
he estimation of the mixing (demixing) matrix, usually called the
joint diagonalizer”, to diagonalize simultaneously a set of square
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f  China (Grant No. 61201407, No. 61473047), in part by China Postdoctoral Sci-
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.0/).BY-NC-ND  license  (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
target matrices. Once the mixing (demixing) is derived, it can be
used to retrieve the source signals directly up to the sources’ scaling
and permutation indeterminacies. The BSS is thus realized. Of these
algorithms, Cardoso has proposed a blind identiﬁcation algorithm
by joint approximate diagonalization of eigen-matrices (JADE)
based on four-order cumulant matrices [4] and has introduced a
second-order blind identiﬁcation (SOBI) algorithm [5]. Both of these
two algorithms are widely considered as the pioneering contribu-
tions to off-line methods on BSS. Of them, SOBI is a classic and
representative algorithm which is based on second order statistic of
received signals to solve BSS problem. The algorithm consists of two
steps. The ﬁrst step is to whiten the receiving data by the derived
whitening matrix to transform the unknown mixing matrix to an
unknown unitary matrix. In the second step, the orthogonal joint
diagonalization (OJD) is achieved and the unknown unitary matrix
is thus estimated, through the successive Givens rotations. It should
be noted that, although there is an analytical solution in one single
Givens rotation, only a two-dimensioned matrix could be solved.
Therefore, the estimation of a multi-dimensioned unitary matrix
needs many sweeps. A new algorithm named multi-stage algorithm
(MSA) is proposed in this paper to solve the unitary matrix. In every
stage, a symmetrical cost function based on least squares criterion
is solved to derived one column of the unitary matrix. Then every
column is got systematically. In such way, the whole unitary matrix
le under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/
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s estimated ﬁnally. Simulation results illustrate that the perfor-
ance of this algorithm on estimating the mixing matrix is better
han SOBI and could retrieved the source signals more precisely.
. Signal model
Consider a linear array consisting M sensors, N narrow-band
ource signals arriving at the array in different directions, the
imension-M receiving signals vector is
(t) = As(t) + n(t). (1)
Here, A ∈ CM×N(M ≥ N), s(t) = [s1(t), . . .,  sN(t)]T, x(t) = [x1(t), . . .,
M(t)]T, n(t) = [n1(t), . . .,  nM(t)]T, represent the mixing matrix, the
ource signals, the observing signals and the noises. In BSS, the
ixing matrix A is assumed unknown and the sources s(t) not
bservable. The problem is ﬁrstly to estimate the mixing matrix A
iven only T snapshots {x(t)}Tt=1 of the observing signals x(t) = [x1(t),
 . .,  xM(t)]T under some assumptions [6], and then to retrieve the
ource signal snapshots {s(t)}Tt=1 with the estimated A. Based on
he assumptions and T observing signals snapshots {x(t)}Tt=1, a set
f K target matrices {Ck, k = 1, . . .,  K}, the intercorrelation matrices
f {x(t)}Tt=1 with different time shifts k, (k /= 0, k = 1, . . .,  K − 1),
ould be established:
x(0) = E{x(t)xH(t)} = A diag[01, . . .,  0N]AH + 2n I (2)
x(k) = E{x(t)xH(t + k)} = A diag[k1 , . . .,  kN ]AH, (k /= 0) (3)
It is obvious that, omitting the ﬂuency of noise, each target
atrix in this set has such diagonalizable structure that:
k = ADkAH, k = 1, . . .,  K. (4)
All Dk, k = 1, . . .,  K are diagonal matrices. First to jointly diagonal-
ze the target matrix set resulting with the estimation of A, then to
etrieve the source signals according the estimated A to realize BSS.
onsidering the limitation of snapshot number and the existence
f noise, the diagonalizable structure shown in (4) is approximate
ather than exact.
. The multi-stage algorithm based on symmetrical cost
unction
The details of the multi-stage algorithm (MSA) based on sym-
etrical cost function are depicted as follows.
.1. Whitening
Whitening is an efﬁcient pre-processing method for blind source
eparation. Applying independent component analysis tragedy to
hitening data often easily result more efﬁcient algorithm with
ore quickly convergent rapid than to original data directly. Also,
or the case the sensors being more than sources, whitening reduces
he number of parameters to be estimated by reducing the dimen-
ion of the mixing matrix and furthermore reduce the computation
omplexity. And the whitening operation could suppress noise in
ome sense. The whitening matrix could be obtained in the follow-
ng way [5]:
The intercorrelation matrices of the receiving signals {x(t)}Tt=1
ith zero time shifts could be eigenvalue decomposed as:
x(0) = UUH. Here U = [u1, u2, . . .,  uM] denotes the eigenvector
atrix.  = diag[1, 2, . . .,  M] denotes the eigenvalue matrix and
ll the entries are sorted in descending order. Observing Eq. (2)
e can detect that the noise variance could be denoted as 2n =
1/(M − N))
∑M
i=N+1i. Let U = [u1, u2, . . .,  uM] and s = diag[1 −
2
n , 2 − 2n , . . .,  N − 2n ]. The whitening matrix could be deﬁned as(2016) 3655–3659
P = −1/2s UHs . And the whitened receiving data could be denoted
as:
y(t) = Px(t) = P[As(t) + n(t)] = Qs(t) + Pn(t). (5)
Here Q = PA.  According to the statement above, it is easily to
conclude that Q = PA is a unitary matrix. The following problem to
be solved is, with the whitened receiving data y(t), how to derive
Q and furthermore to derive the mixing matrix A with Q and P. On
this base, the source signals are further retrieved.
Moreover, after one robust whitening method was  proposed in
[7], a more robust one utilizing several non-zero time shifts inter-
correlation matrices of receiving signals were proposed which has
gained good performance [8]. It is obviously that, better whitening
method could transform the mixing matrix into the unitary matrix
more precisely. And this will improve the whole performance of
the algorithm.
3.2. The symmetrical cost function
For the purpose to get Q with the whitened receiving data,
a scientiﬁc and reasonable cost function should be established.
Similarly, the intercorrelation matrices of {y(t)}Tt=1 with different
non-zero time shifts p, (p /= 0, p = 1, . . .,  P) could be denoted
as a set of eigen-matrices with diagonalizable structure traits:
Ry(p) = E{y(t)yH(t + p)} = Q diag[p1, . . .,  
p
N]Q
H . Here p = 1, . . .,
P  ; p = pt  and p = 1, . . .,  P ; p = pt is the time shift step size. For
the simplicity, Ry(p) are denoted as R
p
y .
We deﬁne PLi =
∑P
p=1
p
i
qiq
H
i
, (i = 1, . . .,  N). Of which, qi rep-
resents the ith column of Q. And further deﬁne pli =
∥∥PLi∥∥2F . It is
obviously that pli reﬂects the effect of the ith source signal to the
received signal y(t). In the common case when the signal chan-
nel is uniformity, the source signal i with stronger power usually
corresponds lager pli. Thus pli is called Power-Like. Sort all pli in
descending order. And the arranged subscripts are denoted as {〈1 〉 ,
. . .,  〈 N 〉}.
The least square cost function could be established as J1 =∑P
p=1
∥∥Rpy − pqqH∥∥2F . Then the q makes J1 the least is the estima-
tion of 〈1〉th column of Q. It is in accordance with the 〈1〉th source
signal with the largest Power-Like pl〈1〉. It is easy to ﬁnd that, J1 is
a quartic function with respect to q, with high computation load,
and difﬁcult to detect the minimum point. For the simplicity of
computation, an improved symmetrical cost function is proposed
as follows:
J(a, 1, . . ., P, b)
=
P∑
p=1
∥∥Rpy − pabH∥∥2F +
P∑
p=1
∥∥Rpy − pbaH∥∥2F s.t.‖a‖2
= 1;
∥∥b∥∥2 = 1 (6)
Here both a and b play the same role in J as q in J1. The reason
for utilizing a and b to denote q respectively is only to degenerate
J1, the quartic function with respect to q, to J, the bi-quadric cost
function with respect to a and b respectively, for the purpose of
easily computing. The parameters in J could naturally be divided
into three independent variables parameter subsets, a, 1, . . .,  P
and b. Fix two of them, the cost function J in (5) falls into a common
quadric cost function with respect to the third subset of parameters.
Thus we  call the cost function J in (5) as a tri-quadric cost function.
k 127 (2016) 3655–3659 3657
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The MSA  consists of 4 stages because N = 4. Thus both the CRL
curves and CIE curves consist of 4 curves. Fig. 2 shows the con-
vergence in every stage. Fig. 2 not only shows the convergence of
the algorithm but also shows that the iterative steps needed forX.-f. Xu et al. / Opti
.3. The triply iterative strategy
In this subsection, a gradient descent based triply iterative strat-
gy (TIS) is proposed, to estimate a, 1, . . .,  P and b alternatively
nd seek the minimum point of J. Each iterative step in TIS consists
f three sub-steps. In each sub-step, two subsets of parameters are
xed, to minimize the cost function J with respect to the third subset
f parameters. At the beginning, randomly choose one normalized
ector as the initial value of a(0) and b(0). We  take the kth iterative
tep as an example. The details of TIS could be described as follows:
The ﬁrst sub-step, ﬁx a(k − 1) and b(k − 1), minimize the cost
unction J(a(k − 1), 1(k), . . .,  P(k), b(k − 1)) with respect to 1(k),
 . .,  P(k). Differentiate J(a(k − 1), 1(k), . . .,  P(k), b(k − 1)) with
espect to p(k), (p = 1, . . .,  P) respectively. And let the differentia
e zero. We  can derive:
p(k) = a
HRpyb + bHRpya
bHbaHa + aHabHb
, (p = 1, . . .,  P). (7)
The second sub-step, ﬁx b(k − 1) and 1(k), . . .,  P(k), solve a(k)
o minimize the cost function J(a(k), 1(k), . . .,  P(k), b(k − 1)). Dif-
erentiate J(a(k), 1(k), . . .,  P(k), b(k − 1)) with respect to a(k). And
et the differentia be zero. We  can derive:
(k) =
(
∑P
p=1
p∗ (k)Rpy)b(k − 1) + (
∑P
p=1
p(k)RpHy )b(k − 1)
2bH(k − 1)(
∑P
p=1
p(k)p∗ (k))b(k − 1)
. (8)
The third sub-step, similarly, ﬁx a(k) and 1(k), . . .,  P(k), solve
(k) to minimize the cost function J(a(k), 1(k), . . .,  P(k), b(k)). We
an derive:
(k) =
(
∑P
p=1
p∗ (k)Rpy)a(k) + (
∑P
p=1
p(k)RpHy )a(k)
2aH(k)(
∑P
p=1
p(k)p∗ (k))a(k)
. (9)
Alternatively repeated the above three sub-steps until the algo-
ithm is convergent. Simulation results show that the difference
etween the ﬁnally derived a and b is tiny. Both of them could be
ccepted as the estimation of one column of Q.
.4. The multi-stage algorithm
For clarity, we denote the original R1y, . . .,  R
P
y as R
1
y(0), . . .,  R
P
y(0).
he systematic multi-stage algorithm (MSA) could be described as
ollows:
The ﬁrst stage, utilize the TIS mentioned in last subsection to
olve the cost function (5). After convergence, q〈1〉, the estimation
f the 〈1〉th column of Q, could be obtained. It is in accordance with
he 〈1〉th source signal with the largest Power-Like value. It is inter-
sting that through TIS, not only one column of Q but also 1, . . .,
P are derived. Thus it is possible to minus the contributions of
he 〈1〉th source signal to all Rpy(0) resulting with the new target
atrices: Rpy(1) = Rpy(0) − pq〈1〉qH〈1〉, (p = 1, . . .,  P).
The second stage, replace Rpy in (5) with R
p
y(1). Utilize the TIS to
olve the cost function again. Similarly, q〈2〉, the estimation of the
2〉th column of Q, could be obtained. It is in accordance with the
2〉th source signal with the second largest Power-Like value.
Keep on the operations similar with the ones stated in the ﬁrst
nd the second stages until q〈N〉, the estimation of the 〈N〉th column
f Q, is obtained.
In this way, after N stages, the estimation of the unitary matrix
 is derived as: Q˜ = [q〈1〉, . . .,  q〈N〉]. Combing with the whitening
atrix P, the estimation of the mixing matrix A could be obtained
s A˜ = PHQ˜ . Thereafter, the source signals could be retrieved as
˜(t) = A˜†x(t). Here the superscript “†” denotes the pseudo inverse
f a matrix [9]. Furthermore, the retrieved source signals are
rranged in descending order of Power-Like. This means that, inFig. 1. The curves of mean CRL versus the iterative times in 100 independent times.
the common case when the signal channel is uniformity, we could
use the MSA  to retrieve only one source signals with the largest
Power-Like or some source signals with some larger Power-Like
instead of retrieving all source signals. This is obviously of great
important and practical signiﬁcance.
4. Simulations
4.1. Experiment 1
In this experiment, assume that 5 sensors receive 4 indepen-
dent source signals with zero mean values. These four sources
are s1(t) = sign[cos(310t)], s2(t) = sin[600t + 6cos(120t)],
s3(t) = sin(180t), s4(t) = sin(60t)sin(600t). The mixing matrix A
are generated randomly. The signal to noise ratio is SNR = 15 dB.
The number of the intercorrelation matrices with different time
shifts is P = 5.
First, we deﬁne the column rejection level (CRL) and the col-
umn  iterative error (CIE) as follows to show the convergence of the
algorithm
CRL = 20 log10(
∣∣max(∣∣qH〈n〉PA∣∣) − 1∣∣). (10)
CIE = 10 log10
∥∥q(k) − q(k − 1)∥∥2
F
. (11)
Here q(k) represents a(k) in the kth iterative step.
The curves of mean CRL and CIE versus the iterative times in
100 independent times are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively.Fig. 2. The curves of mean CIE versus the iterative times in 100 independent times.
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oig. 3. The curves of mean GRL versus SNRs in 500 independent trials of MSA  and
OBI.
onvergence in every step is few (no more than 10 steps). And there
s little error between the convergent value and the true value.
his means that every column of Q could be estimated precisely.
esides, in all independent experiment, the initial values a(0) and
(0) are generated randomly. In fact, the better the initial values,
he less the iterative steps needed by CRL and CIE convergence.
imulation results show that, in every stage, a feasible method to
erive a good initial value is, let us take the nth stage as an example
ithout loss of generality, to make the eigenvalue decomposition
f R =
∑P
p=1R
p
y(n − 1)RpHy (n − 1) and choose the eigenvector cor-
esponding to the largest eigenvalue as the initial values a(0) and
(0).
Then, on the same conditions, we compare the MSA  and SOBI
hrough the global rejection level (GRL) [1,4–6] and the computa-
ion time in different SNRs. GRL is deﬁned as
RL = 10 log10
1
2N
⎧⎨
⎩
N∑
i=1
⎛
⎝ N∑
j=1
∣∣(A˜−1A)ij∣∣
maxk
∣∣(A˜−1A)ik∣∣ − 1
⎞
⎠
+
N∑
j=1
(
N∑
i=1
∣∣(A˜−1A)ij∣∣
maxk
∣∣(A˜−1A)kj∣∣ − 1
)⎫⎬
⎭ . (12)
Fig. 3 shows the curves of GRL versus SNRs in 500 independent
rials of the two algorithms. It illustrates that the GRL of MSA  is dB better than SOBI. Fig. 4 shows the curves of computation time
ersus SNRs in 500 independent trials of the two algorithms. It
llustrates that the complexity of MSA  is lower than that of SOBI.
nd the mean convergence time needed by MSA  is about 0.128 s
ig. 4. The curves of mean computation time versus SNRs in 500 independent trials
f  MSA and SOBI.
Fig. 5. (a) The original source signals. (b) The received signals. (c) The retrieved
source signals by MSA. (d) The retrieved source signals by SOBI.
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hile the mean convergence time needed by SOBI is about 0.253 s.
hen we synthesize Figs. 3 and 4, we could ﬁnd that the MSA
ossesses better performance and shorter computation time than
OBI.
.2. Experiment 2
Four speech signals (shown in Fig. 5(a)) being picked by a
 × 4 mixing matrix A results with ﬁve observing signals (shown
n Fig. 5(b)). A is generated randomly. SNR = 15 dB. The number
f eigen-matrices is P = 5. Apply MSA  and SOBI to received data
espectively. The source signals estimated by MSA are shown in
ig. 5(c) and estimated by SOBI are shown in Fig. 5(d). We could
nd that compared with the classical SOBI, the proposed MSA
ould retrieve the source signals more precisely. This veriﬁes the
ffectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
. Conclusions
An MSA  for blind source separation is proposed in this paper.
ifferent with the classic SOBI method using Givens rotations to
erive the unitary matrix, MSA  seeks one column of the unitary
hrough solving a symmetrical tri-quadric cost function. A gradient
escent based TIS is proposed. TIS aims to seek three independent
[
[(2016) 3655–3659 3659
coefﬁcients subsets alternatively to solve the tri-quadric cost
function. Simulation results show that, compared with classic
SOBI, MSA  possesses less computation time and better separation
performance, thus could achieve blind source separation efﬁciently.
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